
ICE comes standard with four stackable cooling elements. Two 

elements are the minimum, but Cree says almost any number can be 

stacked to achieve the desired output gains. Each element is said to 

offer a 10-15% increase in output compared with a line having only a 

dual-flow air ring. Cree says Addex (addexinc.com) has tested ICE with 

various air ring designs and is now running trials using it with IBC.

The stack comes furnished with the ICE Enclosure, which 

replaces the surrounding atmosphere with a very stable, control-

lable ambient pressure. Each enclosure includes a combination of  

flow buffers and multiple low-pressure, bladed fans to operationally 

set the pressure differential between the inside and outside of the 

bubble. The system includes easy-to-interpret operator feedback and 

adjustment 

for optimizing 

the stability 

and cooling 

efficiency of 

this enclosed, 

stacked 

cooling 

system.

Addex 

has patents 

pending on 

the device. ICE 

will be shown 

in a static 

display at the 

Addex booth at 

the upcoming 

K 2016 Show, 

Oct. 19-26 in Dusseldorf, Germany. It could also be running on lines of 

various other blown-film machinery OEMs at the show.

A previous iteration of this technology was patented in 1975 

by Mobil Chemical Co. and was used extensively on that compa-

ny’s blown film lines to produce a range of products. Called the 

Herrington Stack (after its developer Jack Herrington), the unit helped 

Mobil produce “billions of pounds of products,” recalls Cree, who 

worked for Mobil in Macedon, N.Y., for five years as a group leader in 

R&D before co-founding Addex in 1990. 

Addex Inc. has taken decades-old cooling technology originally 

developed by a processor and improved it to create a new device 

that is said to offer dramatic increases in blown 

film output. Called ICE—for Intensive Cooling 

Experience—the unit has been running for 

months on Addex’s pilot line in Newark, N.Y., as well as at some beta 

sites. In these trials, it has reportedly been shown to increase output 

by 40-60% over what can be generated from lines equipped with 

just conventional air-ring technology.

     ICE consists of a series of stackable cooling rings that surround 

the bubble,  explains Bob Cree, Addex president. Each of these 

rings—or elements—direct divergent air streams along the 

bubble, both upward and downward, to provide high film-holding 

forces and peak cooling efficiency. These high-performance 

divergent cooling elements are assembled using spacer pipes that 

also provide a common feed of cooling air to each cooling ring, 

says Cree. The stack mounts above the top of the die, and is 

topped with an air ring.
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Addex’s ICE unit is mounted between the die and 
air ring; the cooling elements are surrounded by 

an enclosure to improve bubble stability.

Stackable Bubble-Cooling Rings 
Offer Huge Output Gains

Next-generation bubble-cooling system is said to 
boost throughputs by as much as 60% in blown film.
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Originally, the device was intended to impose a specific shape 

on the bubble to permit the manipulation of physical properties, 

notes Cree. The dramatic increases in output came as a surprise. 

“The Herrington Stack literally took cooling to the limit of what the 

polymer can handle before ripping to pieces,” he recalls. At the same 

time, he says, it “enhanced physical properties of the film due to its 

ability to impose a preferred shape to the bubble.” 

But the system also caused significant gauge variation and 

bubble instability and was 

extremely noisy in opera-

tion. These issues cropped 

up particularly when 

processing lower-melt-

strength materials. “Bubble 

flutter within the cooling 

stack caused gauge varia-

tions that resulted in scrap,” 

says Cree. “Also, the stack created a  very loud shrieking sound.”

Mobil tried various methods to solve these problems, and once 

the patent expired others reportedly tinkered with the original 

design as well. Addex began its own R&D project in mid-2014, 

and went through dozens of different design iterations. In the 

Herrington Stack, air was directed to the bubble upward and 

downward—creating an air-knife or vacuum effect—through a 

series of holes drilled through a plenum. Among other things, the 

Addex ICE uses circular slits in the form of nozzles instead of drilled 

holes to create an annular flow of high-velocity air around the 

bubble at exit velocities similar to a dual-lip air ring.

Addex began testing ICE on thick PUR and has since run it on 

a wide range of other materials, including LLDPE, LDPE blends, 

PP, and nylon 6/66. “We are locking the bubble in at every point of 

contact between air and film,” Cree reports. “We are achieving the 

output gains provided by the original stack, but bubble stability 

is far superior.” As a result, gauge variation of the film at start-up 

is reportedly the same or better when compared with a line with a 

conventional air ring (before activating any auto-profile device). 

Processors that have tested ICE-produced films reported no signif-

icant changes in physical properties compared with films made 

with conventional technology, says Cree.

ICE can be retrofitted under some circumstances, but Cree says 

it is better suited to new installations where other process limita-

tions such as die pressure, line speed, and extruder output capa-

bility can be considered. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT BLOWN FILM?

Visit the Blown Film Zone.

“We are achieving the 
output gains provided 

by the original stack, 
but bubble stability is 

far superior.”
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